Let B denote a Douglas algebra. Then B has a maximal Douglas subalgebra if and only if the set of points outside the maximal ideal space of B has a minimal support point.
Introduction
Let H°° be the space of bounded analytic functions on the open unit disc D, and let L°° be the space of bounded measurable functions on the unit circle dD with respect to the Lebesgue measure dd/2n . Identifying H°° with these boundary functions, we may consider that H°° is an essentially sup-norm closed subalgebra of L°° . An essentially sup-norm closed subalgebra B of L°°c ontaining H°° is called a Douglas algebra. We denote by C the space of continuous functions on dD. Then it is well known that H°° + C is a Douglas algebra and contains H°° as a maximal Douglas subalgebra [10] . Also in [4] , Guillory, Izuchi, and Sarason showed that there is a Douglas algebra B such that H°° + C C B C L°° and B has a maximal Douglas subalgebra. On the other hand, Sundberg [11] proved that L°° does not have a maximal Douglas subalgebra. In this paper, we answer to a question when a given Douglas algebra has a maximal Douglas subalgebra.
For a Douglas algebra B, we let M{B) denote the maximal ideal space of B . A Gelfand transform of / in B is denoted by the same symbol /. M{B) may be identified with a closed subset of M{H°°). Then MiL°°) becomes the Shilov boundary for B and M{H°° + C) = MiH°°)\D.
For a point x in MiH°°), we denote by px its representing measure on M{L°°), that is, /(■*) = ¡M(L°°)fdflx for every / in H°° . We put In §2, we prove Theorem 1. In §3, we give some applications of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1
A function tp in H°° with |^| = 1 on M(L°°) is called inner. The famous Chang-Marshall theorem [1, 9] says that if B isa Douglas algebra then B is generated by H°° and complex conjugates of inner functions tp with tp e B and M{B) is the set of points x in M{H°°) such that \tp{x)\ = 1 for every inner function tp with tp e B, that is, M{B) = {x e M{H°°) ; B\suppßx = H^uppßJ . We use these facts frequently. To prove our theorem, we need the following unpublished result of Sarason (see [3, Proposition 3.4] ). Since yeM{C) and y 0 M{B), it follows that M{B) c M{C) and C cB. Since x 0 M{C) and x e MiA), it follows that M{C) c M{A) and A C C. The above condition implies that {z"}" is interpolating for H°°, that is, for every bounded sequence {an}" there exists / in H°° such that f{zn) = an for every n. For every sequence {y"}" in D with |y"| -> 1, we can find a subsequence that satisfies the sparseness condition. For a function / in H°° , we put Z{f) = {x e A/(//°° + C) ; /(x) = 0} . For a subset F of L°° , we denote by [F] the closed subalgebra of L°° generated by T7 . For x, y in Z{y/), we define the order as follows; y < x if supppy c supp px, and x = y if supp py = supp px . By Hoffman's unpublished result [7] , if supply n supp ¿i* / 0 then supp/iy c supp/i* or supp//y D supp/z* . Hence Z(^) becomes an ordered set. Let {xQ}a6A be a totally ordered subset of Z{tp). We denote by Fa the closure of {xß ; ß e A, ß < a} in M{H°°). Then {Fa}a is a family of compact decreasing subsets of Z{\p). Therefore, there is a point Xn in f|Q Fa , and we have supp pXo c supp pXa and xn < xa . Let x € A/(//00)\A/(5). We shall prove that there is a point y in A/(//00)\Ai (5) such that supppy Ç supp/z*. Since x 0 M(z?), it follows that |^n(x)| < 1 for some n; hence Then M{B) is a closed (/¿-subset of M{H°°). Let g be a nonnegative continuous function on M{H°°) such that g = 1 on M{B) and 0 < g < 1 on MiH°°)\MiB).
To prove our assertion, let tp be an inner function such that ip g B. Then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Z{ip)r\M{B) ± 0. By the corona theorem (see [2, p. 318] ), there is a sequence {z"}" in D such that g{z") -* 1 and tp{zn) -> 0. Let b be a Blaschke product with zeros {z"}" . We may assume that b is sparse. Then we have Z{b) c M{B) n Z{y/) and supp zz* ^ supp/Zj, for x, y in Z(¿), x ^ y . By Theorem 5, we get our assertion.
